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Coolest Girl in Town Chapter 305 - 306

Chapter 305 Ups and Downs,Coolest Girl in Town

“I’ll ask Cameron to contact you,” Alexander replied, his voice hoarse. In the next second, he
gave Cameron’s number to Jamie. After he hung up the phone, Jack, Danny, and Brendan all
surrounded him, anxiously asking him about the situation. “Alexander, how did Elise get
involved?” “Is what the Internet saying about Elise true—” Before Brenda could finish
speaking, Danny interrupted sharply, “Of course not! Boss has already revealed her identity.
Didn’t you have a cooperation with her? Your design and your song?

What are you two thinking?!” It wasn’t that Brendan wanted to draw that conclusion, but
what had happened was too intense—so intense that all of this didn’t seem to be a
coincidence at all, but rather a premeditated scheme! “I… But why is it that Quentin
happened to invite Mom to dinner, and why was Elise by her side when this happened to
her? Didn’t the police already investigate it? There’s no third person.” Alexander couldn’t bear
to hear speculations about Elise anymore, so he suddenly yelled, “That’s enough! She’s been
with us for so long. Do we still need to guess what kind of person she is?”

Danny immediately walked to Alexander’s side and agreed. “That’s right. If she weren’t a
nice person, Grandpa wouldn’t have liked her so much, and I wouldn’t have acknowledged
her as my boss!” Brendan lowered his head. The person who dared not speak up the most
was him. Meanwhile, Jack was just curious as to why Elise was involved. “About this
incident, Elise was framed. I’ll take care of it. During this period, you guys take care of Mom
and be aware of Matthew.” As he spoke, Alexander shot his mother a subconscious glance.
Madeline was now lying on a hospital bed, and she was using a heavy oxygen cylinder, next
to which was a heart rate monitor. The doctor told them that she was in critical condition,
and that she had suffered excessive blood loss.

This reminded Alexander of the day Jonah left. “Alexander, didn’t the police arrest Matthew?
What happened? Did he escape again?” Danny shouted in horror. “He couldn’t have done
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this, could he?” Jack frowned, feeling extremely displeased. Brendan’s expression was the
same. “That’s right. All of this happened so suddenly. Such things have never happened
before. Alexander, say something. Does this have anything to do with Matthew?” “When
Elise called me, I received a call from Matthew. He did this, but I have no evidence.” At the
mention of Matthew, Alexander clenched his fists. He shouldn’t have let Matthew go just
because of his grandfather’s last words! “Oh, did Matthew escape?”

Danny was at a loss. The other two were puzzled too. Alexander finally explained, “Not long
after Matthew was arrested by the police, the officer who had been following Grandpa’s
case sent me a recording. Grandpa left me a message, telling me not to make things
difficult for Matthew. He said that he was still a part of the Griffith Family, and that all these
years had been rough for him.” At that time, he still didn’t want to let Matthew go because he
still reckoned that Matthew killed Jonah. If Matthew hadn’t done something to the brakes,
his grandfather wouldn’t have died. However, Jonah’s recording kept echoing in his ears, and
he was reminded about how cautious Matthew had been in the Griffith Family all these
years.

This was Jonah’s last wish, and he was almost speaking in a pleading tone. In the end,
Alexander let Matthew go, but he didn’t tell anyone, and he then issued an eviction order
against Matthew. But instead of feeling gratitude and repentance, Matthew only felt a
stronger hatred! Alexander reckoned that it was his fault. He brought harm to his mother
and Elise! Seeing Alexander’s look of self-blame, Danny couldn’t help but comfort him,
“Alexander, how can you blame yourself for this matter? It’s Matthew who brought them
harm. Now, there’s no evidence, but it doesn’t mean that there won’t be! We’ll just have to let
Boss endure for a few days, then we can rescue her.”
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“Yes, Elise isn’t like those delicate girls. She can understand.” Jack echoed Danny’s words
and comforted Alexander as well. Brendan, on the other hand, was extremely ashamed. “I
misunderstood her just now. I know that now! When she comes out, I must apologize to her
in person!” Danny clicked his tongue and rolled his eyes at him. “You don’t say! If Boss found
out that you misunderstood her just like everyone else, she would certainly beat you up!
Alexander, shall we go visit her?” Alexander nodded. However, at the police station, they
found out that someone had already visited Elise today, so they couldn’t see her anymore.
Danny could only assure his brother, “Alexander, it’s okay. We’ll come back tomorrow.”

But, an hour later, Alexander received a call from Cameron. “President Griffith, Young Master
Jamie and I found out that Mrs. Griffith’s car was intercepted and driven to the back alley
before it turned out of the alley and went to the restaurant where she was supposed to meet
Miss Sinclair. Although there was no surveillance, there were witnesses who said that they
saw a person dressed like a rich lady being propped up by someone, and another person
was wearing the same clothes as her.” What Cameron just reported was the most important
evidence.

Undoubtedly, this was the best news for Alexander. But soon, Jamie extinguished that joy.
“President Griffith, the witness is unwilling to testify, saying that he’s afraid of retaliation.
Moreover, the footage captured by the surveillance camera isn’t clear. The license plate
number was blacked out, and the car was scrapped.” “Do you think this is what I wanted to
hear? Cameron, you’ve been working for me for so many years, so you should know what
kind of assistant I want!” Cameron didn’t dare to speak again. “Bring all the surveillance
footage to the police station.

Have you found a lawyer for her?” Alexander pressed on. Cameron answered truthfully,
“Miss Sinclair’s proof of properties has been brought out, and a lawyer has been appointed.
We’ll still need to wait a while before she can go to court, and there are many reporters at
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the entrance of the police station—” The main method was to steer public opinion! Before he
finished speaking, Danny shouted anxiously, “Alexander, Old Master Sinclair is here!”

Coolest Girl in Town Chapter 306

Chapter 306 Without a Single Hesitation,Coolest Girl in Town
“You three stay and take care of the situation—I’ll go home and take a look.” Alexander
pursed his lips and left. Back at Griffith Residence, Alexander immediately noticed with a
glance that Robin, who was sitting on the sofa, had a gloomy face on, while Laura sat beside
him with a sad look on her face. They had just returned from the police station. The police
refused to let Elise go, so they wanted to find Alexander, which was why they came to
Griffith’s residence. “Mr. Robin, Madam Laura, I’m deeply sorry for what happened.”
Alexander stepped forward and bowed his head, admitting his mistake.
Originally, neither Robin nor Laura noticed that he was back, but when they heard his voice,
they immediately raised their heads. “When I suggested this engagement with your
grandfather, I thought that the relationship between our two families would last forever, and
that my girl would have a good home. Tell me—what did you promise me when you first got
engaged?” Seeing Alexander’s remorseful look, Robin grew even more furious and tapped
the ground with his cane angrily. Elise had an accident here, and it was related to
Alexander’s mother.

No matter what, Alexander was to blame as he was the one who didn’t take good care of his
baby grandchild! “I remember all of them. It was me—I didn’t take good care of her. I didn’t
have the ability…” When Alexander heard what Robin asked, he thought back, and his mind
instantly took him back to how he and Elise looked when they met at the door of the
restaurant. However, Robin didn’t buy any of it. He continued to say angrily, “Enough with the
nonsense—are your mother and Elise being framed? Or was it all your mother’s acting?”

At that point, all Robin could only think about was Elise—his dear Elise, who always told
good news and not bad news. If Robin hadn’t received this anonymous call this time, he
really wouldn’t have known that such a big thing had happened to Elise. He also did some
digging and found out that Alexander’s mother did not approve of his relationship with Elise.
“Mr. Robin, this matter has nothing to do with my mother. They were framed, and I’ve
arranged for my subordinates to continue investigating until evidence is found. Don’t worry. I
won’t let Elise be wronged for nothing!”
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Alexander said to Robin, guaranteeing her return and also showing his determination at the
same time. Robin didn’t listen to a word he said, but instead, he roared directly, “I’m not
interested in what you said. Think of a way for me to meet Elise!” All of a sudden, Laura, who
had not spoken before, shouted angrily as well, “Besides, you don’t have to promise us
anything anymore. Yes, you are the heir of the Griffith Family, and your family indeed is great,
but we, the Sinclairs, are not so bad ourselves after all. That is it—I will bring Elise with me.
Forget the engagement or anything; we’ve never accepted a cent from you anyway. So when
the time comes, just hold a media conference and clarify it then!”

When he heard this, Alexander felt as if his heart was being stabbed by knives over and over
again. But what could he say? Elise was their beloved grandchild. As a matter of fact, he
knew very well that if he didn’t investigate this matter thoroughly and clear Elise’s name, he
would never have the confidence to stand in front of the two of them ever again. With that in
mind, Alexander immediately instructed Cameron to increase the manpower and material
resources for the investigation. Soon, the police had received the surveillance. With two
parties investigating at the same time, they were able to quickly clear up the matter.
Everything pointed to Matthew.

In addition to that, Quentin also found a top defense lawyer for them, so both Elise and
Quentin were finally acquitted, while Matthew became wanted. At the same time, at a pier
somewhere at Athesea. “Matthew, don’t ever come back again. Let go of your hatred too. I
just hope you’ll be well. Otherwise, the police will get you…” The moment the police issued
the arrest warrant for Matthew, Heather was the first one to be notified. So, she brought
Matthew to the pier as soon as she heard. However, Matthew threw the card Heather gave
him to the ground, and he was furious.

“What do you mean by this, Heather? You just can’t wait for me to f*ck up and get caught,
can you? Let me ask you this: To you, am I that incompetent? So incomptent compared to
Alexander Griffith that you think I can’t even go against him?” He couldn’t come to terms
with it—his plan was clearly flawless, but Alexander still managed to find a flaw, and he had
now become a wanted criminal. There was no one around who could help him, yet Heather
was trying to persuade him to leave like this. “No, Matthew. I never meant that. I just hope
you’ll be well. You have seen Alexander’s attitude toward Elise—how could he let you go
easily this time?”

Heather bent down to pick up the bank card and handed it to Matthew again with tears in
her eyes. She really loved Matthew with all her heart. Even if Matthew was indifferent to her,
she still couldn’t watch him suffer alone. “Matthew, c-can I go with you?” She was afraid, so
afraid that she would never be able to see him again after parting with him this time.
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“Heather… I’m a wanted criminal now.” Matthew looked at her—his heart was filled with
complicated emotions. He never would have thought that she would be the one by his side
when he was at his lowest, and she even wanted to go with him.

Heather sobbed and choked. “I don’t care. I don’t care about all that, Matthew. I just want to
be with you…” “Heather, thank you. Don’t worry. When I kill Alexander, I will definitely come
back and marry you!” He forcefully peeled Heather’s hand off, pushed her away, and
boarded the ship resolutely. Heather chased after him without hesitation. … “President
Griffith, Matthew took Heather Langford to international waters.” When Alexander brought
Robin and Laura to greet Elise outside the police station, Cameron called him. “Go after him!
Bring him back, dead or alive!”

When Alexander said these words, his face was expressionless—there was even a hint of
cruelty in his eyebrows. Robin stood beside him, and he could hear what Alexander said
clearly. The initiator was Matthew Griffith, Alexander’s younger brother, and Matthew wanted
to kill Alexander but instead accidentally killed Jonah. How could he not hold grudges when
Matthew escaped this time? The infighting between this family was so serious. How could
he allow Elise to be with Alexander any longer?

So when he saw Elise coming out of the police station, he immediately led Laura to Elise
and grabbed Elise’s hand. “Come. Let’s go home!” He took her all the way to their car without
even batting an eye at Alexander. When Elise saw what was happening, she understood it
immediately. “Grandpa, this has nothing to do with Alexander. Please don’t blame him.”
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